
PROTOCOL №2  
SECOND MEETING OF THE SUPREME SPACE COUNCIL OF ASGARDIA 

FORMAT OF THE MEETING: 
Physical presence of members of the SSC. 

DATE OF MEETING: 
April 21, 0003 (April 15, 2019) 

LOCATION: 
ESA’S European Astronaut Centre, Cologne, Germany. 

PRESENT: 

Igor Ashurbeyli, Head of the Nation of Asgardia, Chairman of the SSC 

Ana Mercedes Diaz, Head of the Government of Asgardia, Member of the SSC 

Lembit Öpik, Chairman of the Parliament of Asgardia, Member of the SSC 

Yun Zhao, Supreme Justice of Asgardia, Member of the SSC 

Mikhail Spokoyny, Head of Administration of the Head of the Nation of Asgardia, Member of the SSC 

Lena De Winne, Minister of Information and Communication, guest speaker 

Dmitry Gulko, Executive Secretary of the meeting 

AGENDA OF THE MEETING: 

1) Referendum on amendments to the Constitution of Asgardia.

2) Establishment of the National awards of Asgardia, in particular, the Gold Medal "For
Achievements in Space Exploration".

3) Disciplinary measures, sanctions and future status of Members of Parliament.

4) Summing up the Asgardia Executive Congress & Digital Session of the Parliament April 16-
18 0003, (10-12 April, Vienna).

5) Work plan of the Supreme Space Council.



DECISIONS TAKEN: 

1) Referendum on amendments to the Constitution of Asgardia. 

Speakers: Igor Ashurbeyli with a proposal to start collecting proposals and preparing for a 
referendum on amending the Constitution of Asgardia. Members of the SSC, with suggestions 
and clarifications on the procedure. 

Decided (unanimously): 

a) To start collecting proposals for amending the Constitution of Asgardia. 

b) To instruct the Government, Parliament and the Supreme Judge of Asgardia to organize the 
collection of amendments and additions to the Constitution. 

c) To instruct the Ministry of Justice and the Justice Committee of Parliament to systematize 
and summarize them. 

d) Only residents and citizens who have adopted the Constitution and paid the Citizenship and 
Resident annual Fee (CRF) have the right to submit proposals for amending and 
supplementing the Constitution. 

e) To organize the acceptance of proposals for amending and supplementing the Constitution 
by residents of Asgardia on the website asgardia.space. 

f) To hold the referendum at such time as is appropriate for an orderly, comprehensive and 
well-managed voting procedure. 

2) Establishment of the National awards of Asgardia, in particular, the Gold Medal "For 
Achievements in Space Exploration". 

Speakers: Igor Ashurbeyli with a proposal to establish the National Awards of Asgardia. Lena 
De Winne with a draft of Regulation on the Gold Medal ‘For Achievements in Space 
Exploration’. Members of the SSC with suggestions and clarifications on the text of the 
Regulation and on the procedure. 

Decided (unanimously): 

a) To approve the Regulation on the National Award of Asgardia - the Gold Medal ‘For 
Achievements in Space Exploration’ as outlined in the attached Annex No.1. 

b) Open on the website of Asgardia (asgardia.space) acceptance of proposals on National 
awards of Asgardia, and hold a competition - with the aim of preparing the List plus the full 
Regulation on National awards of Asgardia for the next meeting of the SSC. 

3) Disciplinary measures, sanctions and future status of Members of Parliament. 

Speakers: Lembit Öpik with a proposal to review the future status of parliamentarians (AMPs) 
who are not participating in the work of the Parliament or voting for a long (more than 6 
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months) period, as well as low-activity AMPs, rarely (less than 25%) participating in 
parliamentary sessions and voting. Yun Zhao with a clarification on the procedure for exclusion 
from Parliament. Also, Mr. Öpik proposed to remove the warning from AMP Helena 
Aramendia, which had been issued at the previous meeting of the SSC. Ana Mercedes Diaz 
supported the proposal to remove the warning from Helena Aramendia, in connection with her 
active and constructive work. 

Decided (unanimously): 

a) Remove the warning from AMP Helena Aramendia, given at the previous meeting of the 
SSC. 

b) To recommend the exclusion from the Parliament of AMPs that are not actually 
participating in the work of the Parliament (the list is given in Annex No.2). On this issue, it 
is necessary for Supreme Justice Mr. Yun Zhao to make the final decision in response to a 
submission by the Chair of Parliament, Mr Lembit Öpik. 

4) Summing up the Asgardia Executive Congress & Digital Session of the Parliament (10-12 
April, Vienna). 

Speakers: Members of the SSC with an assessment of the results of the event. Igor Ashurbeyli 
with brief information about the negotiations held with the Director of the European Astronaut 
Training Center. 

Decided (unanimously): 

To give a highly positive assessment of the event, its outcomes, and each of its component 
parts. Approve and use a similar multi-format for future Asgardia events. In specific reference 
to the results achieved: 

a) Reports of the Ministers of the Government and the Chairmen of the Parliamentary 
Committees showed a high level of professionalism of the speakers, their maturity, plus an 
understanding of the goals and objectives in their working areas. Many speakers showed 
teamwork in the preparation of reports and speeches at the Congress. 
 

b) The format of the Digital Session of the Parliament with the physical presence of the 
Chairmen of the Committees and Ministers of the Government opens up new ways of 
effective interaction between the branches of power when making important decisions. 

 

c) The ceremonial accreditation procedure with the participation of the top executives of 
Asgardia, conducted in the environment of state symbols, provides the basis for traditions 
of patriotism, cooperation and cohesion of a team of like-mindexd people working to 
achieve Supreme Values, defined by the Constitution of Asgardia. 
 



d) The holding of the meeting of the SSC immediately at the end of the Congress made it
possible to objectively review and evaluate the activities of the branches of power, as
provided for in Article 36 of the Constitution of Asgardia.

e) Negotiations conducted by the Head of the Nation Dr. Igor Ashurbeyli with the Director of
the ESA European Astronaut Center of (Cologne, Germany), Mr. Frank De Winne, will open
up immediate prospects for partnership and cooperation in the implementation of joint
space projects and programs.

5) Work plan of the Supreme Space Council.

Speakers: Members of the SSC with proposals for plans for holding meetings of the SSC.

Decided (unanimously):

To hold scheduled meetings of the SSC at the same time as the general Asgardian events.
Unscheduled meetings - as needed.

Igor Ashurbeyli, 

Head of the Nation, Chairman of the SSC 

Dmitry Gulko, 

Executive Secretary of the meeting 



 

 

REGULATION ON NATIONAL AWARD 

The Gold Medal of Asgardia 

‘For Achievements in Space Exploration’ 

 

Approved by the second meeting of the Supreme Space Council 

April 21, 0003 (April 15, 2019), ESA’s EAC, Cologne, Germany 

 

 

1) The gold medal of Asgardia “For Achievements in Space Exploration” 

(hereinafter, “gold medal”) is a national award established to recognise 

extraordinary contributions to the advancement of human civilisation into 

space, to the development of space thinking,  discovery and exploration of 

space as the future place of human settlement, to the development of 

human space flight, to fundamental and applied space research.  

2) The gold medal is awarded to individuals, teams, institutions and 

organisations in any area of professional or community activities related 

to cultural, scientific, engineering, technological, medical, legal, 

philosophical, ethical or other aspects of human advancement into space. 

3) Members of the Supreme Space Council, and organisations approved by 

the Supreme Space Council, have the right to nominate laureates.  

4) Duly justified nominations are accepted in between the awards. 

5) Expert Council performs preliminary review, and also selects and sends to 

the Supreme Space Council the longlist, of the nominees. The Asgardian 

ministry responsible for organising the review is the Ministry of Science. 

6) The Supreme Space Council forms a nominee shortlist after receiving the 

longlist from the Expert Committee. The shortlisted nominees are 

Annex №1 



REGULATION ON NATIONAL AWARD 
The Gold Medal of Asgardia 

‘For Achievements in Space Exploration’ 
 

 

subsequently notified about the awards. After the nominee (or his/her 

authorised representative) acknowledges, and, in writing, consents to 

receiving the award, the nomination is considered final. In the event that 

the nominee (or his/her authorised representative) does not 

acknowledge, and consent to receiving the award, the Supreme Space 

Council nominates another candidate from the longlist. Nominees who 

decline the award cannot be nominated in the future. 

7) The Supreme Space Council approves the final shortlist no later than three 

months prior to the date of the award ceremony.   

8) The shortlist of laureats proposed by the Supreme Space Council has to be 

approved by the Head of Nation and published as a Decree. 

9) The gold medal is awarded to a maximum of five laureates in one calendar 

year. 

10) The award includes: 

a. A medal 

b. A pin 

c. A certificate  

 

11) All information concerning the medal is published on the official Asgardian 

government website asgardia.space. 

12) Award ceremonies are organised and held at Asgardia’s expense.  
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Annex №2 

List of AMPs that did not participate in the work of Parliament and 

recommended for exclusion from Parliament. 

No. List of AMPs 

1 Svetlana Bronnikova 

2 Leah Dale 

3 Linda Jack 

4 Daniel Lister 

5 Sing Yuen Lim 

6 Anja Arnold




